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ABSTRACT 

The dynamic composition of Web Services to workflows at runtime is a major challenge in the emerging field of Service- 
oriented computing. At this, preferences and constraints defined by the user have to be considered, e.g. executing a workflow 
with the cheapest Web Services, but not exceeding a given execution time. Due to the volatile nature of the Web Service 
environment the actual runtime behavior of Web Services may deviate from the one estimated in the planning phase. Thus, 
replanning mechanisms are crucial for adapting a workflow to the real behavior ensuring that its execution remains feasible, 
valid and optimal subject to the preferences and constraints defined by the user. Replanning mechanisms have to perform in 
real-time not to create further delay to the workflow execution. Thus, in this Paper, we introduce a heuristic based replanning 
mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to globalization and deregulation enterprises have to react to dynarnically changing international markets and 
sophisticated customers. As a consequence, agile business processes are a key factor in succeeding in competitive 
environments. Flexible business processes need architectural support for integrating intemal legacy Systems as well as for 
coupling extemal business partners. The Service-oriented Architecture (SoA) paradigm is recommended as an upcoming 
architectural blueprint enabling agile business processes (Papazoglou 2003). The basic idea behind this concept is that self- 
contained loosely coupled services can be composed and orchestrated to cross-organizational business processes. Web 
Services as a technology based on Open XML standards (e.g. SOAP, WSDL and UDDI) have become increasingly important 
for implementing a Service-oriented Architecture (SoA). With an increasing number of similar Web Services Users wnsider 
the non-functional properties of a Web Service more intensively (e.g. MenascC 2004). Besides costs, the Quality of Service 
(QoS) attributes (e.g. availability, response time and error rate) are subsumed as non-functional properties (Cardoso 2002). In 
our previous work (Berbner et al. 2005a; Berbner et al. 2005b), we have designed and prototypically implemented the proxy- 
architecture WSQoSX that enables e.g. the selection of specific Web Services at runtime as well as the management of their 
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Furthermore, we have designed and evaluated heuristics that calculate an execution plan 
of a Web Service workflow ensuring that the execution of this plan remainsfeasibfe, valid and op~imal by considering the 
preference and constraints defined by the User (Berbner et al. 2006). 
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However, Web Services do not behave as expected when being executed for two main reasons. First, there is a high 
unpredictability of the intemet as wmmunication channel and the connected Servers, with varying network traffic, server 
loads and downtimes. Sewnd, a further reason is constituted in the assumption of the expected behavior itself. When creating 
an execution plan, it is assumed that a Web Service behaves as guaranteed by the provider in a previously submined SLA. 
Most providers guarantee a behavior which they can fulfill with a very high probability (e.g. 99.9%) even in a worst case 
scenario. As a consequence, Web Services perform much better under normal conditions, e.g. having a shorter average 
response time than the one guaranteed by the SLA. Nevertheless, when creating an execution plan, the heuristic has to use the 
SLA based values, because the resulting execution plan has to be valid with regard to all wnstraints even in a worst case 
scenario and not only in an average case. 

Due to the deviation of the expected and the real behavior of Web Services, it is necessary to replan the execution plan during 
runtime to ensure that the execution of a workflow remains feasible, valid and optimal. 

If a Web Service is invoked, which is unavailable (e.g. due to server downtime), the workflow is not executable anymore. 
Thus, the execution plan has to be modified and the current Web Service has to be replaced by another (available) one in 
order to achieve that the execution of the workflow remains feasible. 

If the server load of  a provider is very high and the response time of a Web Services is much higher than expected, then a 
constraint, restricting the overall response time of the workflow, may be violated. In this case, the unexecuted slice of the 
workflow has to be replanned and Web Services having a lower response time have to be used in order to ensure that the 
current execution of the workflow is valid with regard to all constraints. 

If all providers have a low or average server load, then the response time of the Web Services is likely to be much lower than 
guaranteed by their SLA. Each time a Web Service is executed, some response time is saved (compared to the expected 
behavior). In this case, the execution plan is not optimal anymore because the execution plan could be modified in a way that 
cheaper Web Services with a higher response time are used, without violating the constraint restricting the overall response 
time. Thus, the unexecuted slice of the workflow has to be replanned in order to ensure that the current workflow is optimal 
subject to the user's optimization preferences. 

However, replanning mechanisms have to perform at real-time otherwise they would delay the workflow execution. As 
pointed out by Canfora et al. 2005b and Zeng et al. 2004, wmposing a Web Service workflow with regard to the non- 
functional behavior of the Web Services involved leads to an optimization problem that is NP-hard. As, the results of  Zeng et 
al. 2004 show, an approach based on linear integer programming is too time consuming for real time scenarios in e-business. 
Thus, in this paper we present an approach for replanning based on extremely fast heuristics. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the wmposition of QoS-aware Web Service workfiows is 
discussed. Our approach for replanning mechanism of Web Service workflows is proposed in Section 3. The paper closes 
with a conclusion and an outlook. 

WEB SERVICE WORKFLOWS 

Web Service wmposition aims at selecting and inter-comecting Web Services provided by different Partners according to a 
business process (Zeng et al. 2004). Thus, Web Service compositions can be Seen as workflows based on Web Services. As 
depicted in Figure 1, a Web Service workflow consists of abstract tasks i describing the required functionality (e.g. invoking 
a stock request) of a specific workflow step. The functionality of each task i is provided by mi different candidate Web 
Services j (WSu), which are grouped in category i .  Web Services within the Same category may differ in their k non- 
functional Parameters ( P ~ ~ , ~ ) .  The work in this paper focuses on sequential Web Service workflows because as pointed out by 
Yu et al. 2005 complex structures (e.g. loops and branches) can be reduced to sequential ones. QoS-aware Web Service 
composition can be defmed as the assignrnent of specific Web Services to abstract workflow tasks in order to create an 
execution plan that is optimal subject to the preferences and constraints defined by the user (Berbner et al. 2006). Following 
this definition, QoS-aware Web Service composition (viz. calculating an optimal execution plan) leads to an optimization 
problem. 
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Task 1 Task 2 
Model 

... S e w m  

Figure 1. Web Service workflows (Berbner et al. 2006) 

We propose a linear model to describe this optimization problem. Table I shows how the overall QoS attributes and 
constraints are calculated. For a more detailed explanation of our model we refer to Berbner et al. 2006. 

Table 1. Formulas for calculating overall QoS attributes and defining constraints 

The objective function F(?) expresses the overall utility of the Web Service wmposition with regard to the user's 
preferences as a weighted sum of the overall QoS attributes: 

Constraints 

X+ 5 C+ or X+ 3 C+ 

Each of the k (k=k'+ k' +Pi") QoS attributes is specifically weighted (by W: ,W;, and W,"'" ) to define the importance of the 

Overall QoS attributes 

n mi 

X +  = p'~ /x i . j  
I=I J=) 

Additive 
parameters 

improvement of one unit of the attribute relative to one unit of the other attributes. 

Parameter 

+ 
P i ,  

As pointed out by Canfora et al. 2005a and Yu et al. 2005, the optimization problem described above i s  NP-hard. Thus, we 
wncentrate on solving the optimization problem by heuristics. In Berbner et al. 2006 we introduce a heuristic 
HI-RELAX-IP using a two step approach. First, the LP relaxation of the MIP (Mixed Integer Programming) formulation of 
the wmposition problem is solved. In the sewnd step, a backtracking algorithm is used to wnstruct a feasible solution based 
on the result of the relaxed integer program. The evaluation reveals that Hl-RELAX-IP performs extremely fast while 
generating an almost optimal solution. 

z o ~ ~ ~ * ) ~ ~ ~ ~ n b ~ . ~ ) . , . ,  
,=I J4 i-1 )=I 

xmin 2 g p ~ x i p j ~ i  = 1, ..., n 
j=i 

Multiplicative 
parameters 

Parameters 
aggregated by 
the Min- 
Operator 
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A HEURlSTlC BASED APPROACH FOR REPLANNING 

In this section, a replanning mechanism is discussed, which adapts an execution plan in a way that its execution remains 
feasible, valid and optimal subject to the preferences and constraints defined by the user. 

After having executed a Web Service at position i of an execution plan, the execution plan is divided into two parts as 
depicted in Figure 2. The first part consists of all positions i' (i '  I i), which already have been executed. The second part 
consists of all positions i" ( i n  > i ), which still have to be executed. The k overall attributes of the first part are calculated 
based on the according parameter values pj,* of the used Web Services and the appropriate aggregation functions 

( X + ,  X' , xm'") as discussed in the previous section. 

-b -* ... --+ * -* a . .  -b 

: Position 1 Position 2 Position i Position i+l Position n : 

3- i' S i : Already executed positions 1" > i : Not yet executed positions $ 

Figure 2. Partitioning of an execution plan 

Since all Web Services of the first part have already been executed, the guaranteed parameter values originally taken from a 
Web Service's SLA are replaced with actual monitored parameter values. The overall attributes of the first part are used to 
adjust the constraints restricting the overall attributes of the second part to the hitherto existing behavior of the workflow. 
Using the adjusted constraints, a new optimization problem for the unexecuted part of the execution plan is created and 
solved using H I-RELAX-IP. This leads to a new execution plan for the second part, which is valid with regard to all current 
wnstraints and optimal with regard to the defined optimization preferences. The newly optimized execution plan is used for 
the further execution of the workflow and is updated using the replanning mechanism each time a Web Service has been 
executed. Due to the excellent perfonnance of HI-RELAX-iP we do not consider the computation time of the replanning 
itself. 

In the following example (Figure 3) the Web Services are described by two additive Parameters: response time O?,,) and 

execution price (pijS2). The workflow has a single constraint restricting the overall response time ( X ;  ) to 2,000 ms and 

minimizing the overall execution price ( X ;  ) is the only optimization criteria (expressed by W, = 0 and w2 = -1 ). 

(1) Planning 
Poaition 1 Position 2 Position 3 Pmltlon d 1 Overall 

(3) Replanning 
b l t i o n  1 P&m 2 P o s h  3 Position 4 I Ovemll 

(2) Execution 

Figure 3. An example for replanning 
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The heuristic places Web Services at the positions of the execution plan in a way that the overall execution costs are 
minimized (0.13s) and the constraint restricting the overall response time is fulfilled (1,950 ms < 2,000 ms). The first Web 
Service in the execution plan (WS1,3) is executed having a lower response time (475 ms) than guaranteed by the values taken 
fiom its SLA (600 ms). If the workflow execution would continue using the current execution plan and every Web Service 
would behave as expected, then the overall response time would be 1,825 ms. Nevertheless, this execution plan is not optimal 
anymore with regard to the optimization criteria of minimizing the overall execution price. To ensure that the execution plan 
is still optimal, a new optimization problem for the unexecuted part is created. The overall response time of this optimization 
problem is restricted to 2,000 ms - 475 ms = 1,525 ms. After solving the new optimization problem using HI-RELAX-IP, an 
optimized execution plan for the unexecuted part of the workflow is available. Since the first Web Service performed faster 
than expected, the heuristic was able to replace the Web Service at position 3 with the slower but cheaper Web Service 

The resulting execution plan has an overall response time of 1,925 ms but is cheaper (0. I]$) than the previous 
execution plan and is now optimal again with regard to minirnizing the overall execution price. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose a heuristic based replanning mechanism that ensures that the execution of a Web Service workflow 
remains feasible, valid and optimal even if the actual runtime behavior differs fiom the one predicted in the planning phase . 
Our further research aims at the simulation and evaluation of the approach proposed in this paper. For this, we have started to 
implement a simulation engine to analyze the trade-off between cost savings and the overhead due to replanning. In this 
context, we are going to investigate the impact of varying the workflow length, the number of candidate Web Services, and 
varying the constraints on the potential quality improvement gained by using the replanning mechanism. Furthermore, we 
will evaluate our approach in business scenarios within the E-Finance industry. 
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